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Interviews by the Phantom PhotogWhat do you think of the Board of open rooms in women's residences 
Governor's decision not to allow on a trial basts?

Photos by Mike Carey
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N. 3 Velma UnderhillPaula RussellN.2 Ed. 2Vivian ArmstrongSusan Round

We are not being given the 
chance to prove we are responsible 
individuals. These are our homes 
for X months yet we are being told 
exactly who we can have in our 
rooms and how long they can stay.

CS4Maureen JewettBEd.2

I think they definitely should 
have a trial basis.

I don't agree with them not 
opening them on a trial basis.

I don't think that they gave it a 
fair chance because the majority 
was for it.

I think it's just fine.
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Ann McMenamon AtMeredith Vail Sc. 2A. 1Ruth BrebnerFor. 2Carol JonesN.2Terry McBride

I just can’t see why we can’t 
have open rooms if a majority of 
the girls want it.

V On a weekend basis I suppose it 
might be o.k. but not for me. It 
depends on the individual.

I'm against it.The residence I'm in voted for 
open rooms so I would've 
appreciated having open rooms on 
a trial basis.

They should allow it for a trial 
basis.
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2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
EN FREDERICTON

76 York Si.

9-5 daily
( Monday thru Friday )
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Flou Shopping Mall 
open 10 - 10 daily 
Saturday 10-4
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Student*We fit both hard and soft contact lens, 
by appointment phone 454-9412

We fill all prescriptions for optometrists
and ophthalmologists

Discount^ \
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prompt eye examinations arranged 
phoneprescription eyeglasses 

sunglasses 

complete contact lens centre

James A. Gillies
454-9412

Other Branches: Woodstock, Bathurst, Moncton
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